
Planet Money Makes a T-Shirt- Boxes 

 

Why You Can Send A Shirt Around The World For Pennies 

The Planet Money T-shirts traveled around the world on their way to you. The women’s shirt 

was made in Colombia, from cotton grown in the U.S. The men’s shirt was made in Indonesia 

and Bangladesh. 

All this travel was made affordable by one simple innovation: the shipping container. 

 

Workers in 1937 roll bales of cotton onto a steamboat on the Mississippi River. 

 



 

The container carrying the Planet Money T-shirts is loaded onto a ship in Cartagena, Colombia. 

A standard container like this one can hold up to 82,880 Jockey T-shirts. 

Big metal boxes might not seem like an innovation. But without the humble container, the 

global economy wouldn’t be nearly as global as it is — and the Planet Money T-shirt wouldn’t 

have been made the way it was. 

Before containers, single ships were sometimes loaded with hundreds of thousands of different 

things — bananas, fish meal, steel pipes — all stuffed into sacks and boxes of different sizes. 

Workers had to pack each bag and box into the ship individually. Even with 50 or 100 people 

working, it could take weeks to unload and reload a single ship. 

 

Malcolm McLean, who led the move to containers, had no experience with ships at all. McLean 

owned a trucking company back in the 1950s, before the interstate highway system was built. It 

took forever for his trucks to get through traffic up and down the East Coast. 

 



McLean had an idea: What if he put his trucks onto the ship in New York, and sailed them down 

the coast to North Carolina? He could hop over all that traffic! McLean eventually gave up on 

the idea of driving entire trucks onto boats and moved on to something that in the end makes a 

lot more sense. A truck is basically an engine attached to a box — so McLean made the box 

detachable.  

Cranes could move the boxes from the trucks to the ship in New York. Cranes could put the 

boxes back on trucks in North Carolina. Not only would he skip traffic; it would make it 

profoundly easier to load and unload ships than it was before.  

Longshoremen fought containers for years: They saw that, with cranes and standardized 

containers, the number of people needed to load and unload ships would plummet. In the end, 

shipping companies agreed to pay into funds that would compensate workers who lost their 

jobs. 

Standardized containers took off around the world, and by the mid-1960s McLean — the guy 

who dreamed of putting trucks on boats to avoid traffic — had put together a fleet of container 

ships making international trips.   

The age of containers had begun, and it greatly reduced the cost of shipping. A global 

distribution system emerged around standardized boxes that could be easily moved from ships 

to trains to trucks.  

Supercheap transport was a key reason that apparel companies went from making clothes in 

one place to managing global supply chains — so that, for example, a single T-shirt might start 

as U.S. cotton, then travel to Indonesia, Bangladesh and back to the U.S., all for far less than a 

dollar in shipping costs.  

The numbers on the next page are our best estimates. But they are only estimates. It turns out, 

even when you’re buying 24,470 T-shirts, people won’t tell you exactly how much everything 

costs. 

 



 


